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QUARTERLY
TWO SHILLINGS
Gerald Finzi’s INTIMATIONS OF IMMORTALITY

Ode for Tenor Solo, Mixed Chorus and Orchestra, Words by William Wordsworth
First Performance: Three Choirs Festival, Gloucester, September 5th, 1950

VOCAL SCORE 9/-

“...proved a fluent and accomplished essay in a choral style traditionally associated with the Festival...” —The Daily Telegraph

“...Finzi’s melodic idiom has been nourished on English madrigals, folk-song, Bach and Parry, but it is his own and his harmony has a modern richness not to be found in the tradition from which this noble cantata derives...” —The Times

“He has not only managed to catch the spirit of the words, but, if this were possible, he has enhanced their beauty. The setting contains some very beautiful music in which there is much rich harmony...” —The Citizen

FAREWELL TO ARMS
Introduction and Aria for Tenor Voice and Piano 3/9

LET US GARLANDS BRING
Five songs for Low voice and Piano 7/6

MUSIC FOR ‘LOVE’S LABOUR’S LOST’
Four songs for Medium Voice and Piano 4/6

FOR ST. CECILIA
For Tenor Solo, Chorus and Orchestra 4/6

BEFORE AND AFTER SUMMER
Ten Songs for Baritone Voice and Piano 7/6

EARTH AND AIR AND RAIN
Ten Songs for Baritone Voice and Piano 6/-

DIES NATALIS
A Cantata for high voice and String Orchestra.
Reduction for Voice and Piano 5/-

MY LOVELY ONE
A Marriage Anthem for Mixed Chorus and Organ 6d.
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